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These crosswords are perfect for my eldery mother who has poor eyesight. She is in a nursing

home, and these puzzles keep her busy and also help her mind to stay sharp. So far, I have gotten

books 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 for her. I still have to find #3!Highly recommend!

I got this for my mother for Christmas and she loves it! She's done over 50 puzzles in less than a

month and is always telling me how much she likes this book and how easy it is to use. We like the

spiral binding, large print and the fact that it has an answer key in the back for when you get

stuck...It's challenging but not frustrating. I'm back for another! MJ in IL

Most crossword puzzle collections are thin and stapled,so Mom was impressed with this inch-thick

spiral-bound book.However, for folks who tear thru puzzles as quickly as does she,School Specialty

Publishing's series represents better value.

I bought some crosswords from this series last year and liked them so well that I searched for more.

My Mom, who is 92, and I do one of these together every morning. They are easy on the eyes--



unlike some "large-print" puzzles which have large grids but tiny writing! In her prime, Mom used to

do only the "Expert" puzzles, and then hand the books down to her poor, crossword-challenged

daughter, A.K.A. me. Those days are gone, but Mom now enjoys the level of challenge found in

these books. I would rate them a "medium" challenge. Some of them have a theme or special clues,

some don't. I highly recommend this series for someone who wants to avoid eye strain and isn't

looking for the challenge of The New York Times.

If you enjoy working crossword puzzles but your eyes get strained by the small ones in the

newspaper, then this is the book for you. I really enjoy this large print. You don't have to be an old

person to order Large Print Crosswords. Make it easy on your eyes while you enjoy your hobby.

Another great volume in the line of large print crosswords for those with difficulty seeing. Difficult to

find locally, so was glad  carries them. I was able to get my Dad several and have them shipped

directly to him.

The T.Joseph large print crossword books are great for my elderly mother. The puzzles are

challenging but not as hard as the NY Times. Large print is wonderful for older eyes, and she likes

the spiral binding which allows her to clip on her pen so it's always handy. We actually have a

different puzzle book in each room so she doesn't need to lug them around --- they are big and

rather heavy. This is a drawback for arthritis, but the sheer size and firmness makes it easy to write

on without buckling. Also helpful: Elevate and support the book on The Lap King lap desk which has

a reversible (buttons off) flat tray for writing, reading, eating - or bubble tray (for PC). Either side

works well for any purpose and we just ordered a second so we can stop sharing the one we have.

this is a lap book that is spiral bound and is what it says..large print..great value..highly

recommended
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